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Knopf Publishing Group, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
From the hugely acclaimed author ofThree Strong Women a masterpiece of narrative ingenuity
and emotional extremes (The New York Times) here is a harrowing and subtly crafted novel of a
woman captive to a secret shame. On the first Tuesday of every month, Clarisse Riviere leaves her
husband and young daughter and secretly takes the train to Bordeaux to visit her mother, Ladivine.
Just as Clarisse s husband and daughter know nothing of Ladivine, Clarisse herself has hidden
nearly every aspect of her adult life from this woman, whom she dreads and despises but also pities.
Long ago abandoned by Clarisse s father, Ladivine works as a housecleaner and has no one but her
daughter, whom she knows as Malinka. After more than twenty-five years of this deception, the
idyllic middle-class existence Clarisse has built from scratch can no longer survive inside the walls
she s put up to protect it. Her untold anguish leaves her cold and guarded, her loved ones forever
trapped outside, looking in. When her husband, Richard, finally leaves her, Clarisse finds comfort in
the embrace of a volatile local man, Freddy Moliger....
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Comprehensive guideline for book lovers. It is really simplified but excitement in the fi y percent in the publication. Your daily life period is going to be
change as soon as you full looking at this book.
-- K a yley Lind-- K a yley Lind

Totally one of the better publication I have actually read through. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. Its been printed in an extremely
simple way and is particularly just following i finished reading through this ebook in which basically modified me, modify the way i think.
-- Mr s. Ma udie Weim a nn-- Mr s. Ma udie Weim a nn
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